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Abstract

We propose a system for packet loss protection of quality
scalable video coders. The compressed bitstream is com-
posed of a non-scalable base layer and an embedded en-
hancement layer as in MPEG4-Fine Granularity Scalabil-
ity (FGS) and the emerging H26L-FGS. But the system can
also be used with embedded video bitstreams like the 3D-
SPIHT bitstream. Our system allocates a given transmis-
sion bitrate between the base layer bitstream and the en-
hancement layer bitstream in an efficient way using feed-
back. The base layer is protected with equal packet loss
protection. For the enhancement layer, unequal packet loss
protection is used to provide graceful degradation of video
quality in the presence of packet erasure. Preliminary re-
sults for a hypothetical operational distortion-rate func-
tion and the 3D-SPIHT video coder show promising per-
formance of the proposed system.

1 Introduction

Streaming video over the Internet has received tremen-
dous attention due to the increasing demand for multimedia
services and still poses many challenges due to its real-time
constraints [1]. One of these challenges concerns improving
reconstructed video quality in the presence of packet loss.

Quality-scalability or embeddedness is desirable for
transmission over channels with different bandwidth and
packet loss conditions. An efficient scalable video coding
scheme is the MPEG4 fine granularity scalability [2]. An
FGS video encoder compresses the raw video sequence into
two substreams, a base layer bitstream and an enhancement
layer bitstream. The base layer is a non-scalable bitstream
that should be perfectly decoded. The enhancement layer is
an embedded bitstream that can be truncated anywhere to
achieve the target bitrate. This FGS scheme was recently
proposed for the emerging H26L video coding [3].

To provide error protection for embedded bitstreams
against packet loss, multiple description (MD) systems are
largely used. They are also called unequal packet loss pro-

tection (ULP) systems. In an embedded bitstream, the first
bits are more important than the following bits. The main
idea of the MD systems is to provide ULP using forward er-
ror correction (FEC) to the embedded bitstream and to gen-
erate independent descriptions or channel packets. Recov-
ering any number of the transmitted channel packets pro-
vides a certain reconstruction quality. Several researchers
devised efficient end-to-end rate-distortion optimization al-
gorithms for such systems [4, 5, 6, 7] using SPIHT [8] and
JPEG2000 [9] for images and 3D-SPIHT [10, 11] and an
embedded version of H263 [12] for video sequences.

The robustness of the MPEG4-FGS for Internet video
streaming over packet erasure channels was studied by
Schaar and Radha [13], who showed the suitability of ULP
for MPEG4-FGS. However, no rate-distortion optimization
was used. Yang et al. [14] proposed a degressive error pro-
tection algorithm for the MPEG4-FGS enhancement layer
bitstream. They used the MD system described above with
the hill-climbing algorithm proposed in [5] for the end-to-
end rate-distortion optimization. However, they assumed
that the base layer bitstream is received without loss and
did not consider its error protection.

Majumdar et al. [15] used the efficient Hybrid-
Automatic Repeat reQuest for packet loss protection of non-
scalable codes. The non-scalable code was provided with
exactly the amount of protection needed for a lossless re-
covery using forward error correcting codes with an effi-
cient use of feedback.

In this paper, we propose a new system that provides
packet loss protection to both the base layer and the en-
hancement layer . The base layer is non-scalable and there-
fore any loss in the base layer makes the enhancement layer
useless and results in a very poor reconstructed video qual-
ity. In the proposed system, the base layer bitstream is pro-
tected using a technique similar to the one given in [15].
The base layer (BL) bitstream is protected using Reed-
solomon (RS) codes and sent followed by the protection
packets until the receiver acknowledges that the BL is cor-
rectly recovered. The remaining bandwidth is spent for the
protection of the enhancement layer bitstream using ULP
to provide graceful degradation in video quality in the pres-
ence of packet loss. For the rate-distortion optimization of



the ULP of the enhancement layer, we use the Lagrange-
based algorithm of [6]. This algorithm is faster than the
hill-climbing algorithm of [5] used previously in [13].

The proposed system is also suitable for embedded video
coders. To our knowledge, in all previous works that have
considered packet loss protection of embedded video bit-
streams, the ULP was applied to the whole bitstream. How-
ever, in many applications, the streaming server should ad-
here to a required minimum quality of service to deliver a
video bitstream with a reconstruction quality that would be
useful for the receiver. This means that a video bitstream
with a bitrate of a minimum number of bits,

���
, should

be correctly received to ensure the required minimum qual-
ity. Therefore, the embeddedness of the first

���
bits of the

bitstream would be useless and any loss in the base layer
would not be tolerated. Thus, our system can be used for
embedded video bitstreams by considering the first

� �
bits

of the bitstream as the base layer and what remains as the
enhancement layer.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we describe the proposed packet loss protection sys-
tem. In Section 3, we derive an average expected distortion
measure to evaluate the performance of our system. The
efficiency of the proposed system is shown in Section 4
through experimental results. Section 5 gives the conclu-
sions and suggests future work.

2 Packet loss protection system

We assume that the bitstream of a video sequence is
divided into messages that can be decoded independently.
A message can be the bitstream of a frame or a group of
frames (GOFs). In the following, we consider the transmis-
sion of a GOF bitstream composed of a non-scalable base
layer and an embedded enhancement layer over packet era-
sure channels.

The packet loss protection scheme is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. Let � be the number of channel packets of length �
bytes available for the transmission of a GOF. We split the
BL into � packets of length � bytes and we append ���
	���
RS protection packets to the � BL packets. This means that
�
������������	�������� RS codes, which can correct up to
��	�� erasures, are used. Thus, by correctly receiving at
least � channel packets, the BL bitstream can be recovered.

In the packet loss protection system, the transmitter starts
by sending the � BL packets to the receiver, followed by
the RS protection packets until an acknowledgment (ACK)
from the receiver arrives meaning that the � BL packets
were correctly received, or the time deadline for the trans-
mission of the GOF is reached (see Figure 1). Due to the
real-time requirements of video, we limit the transmission
deadline to � packets. We assume that � channel packets
were sufficient for the correct reconstruction of the BL bit-
stream (see Figure 1).

Once the ACK is received, the transmitter starts the
transmission of the embedded enhancement layer (EL) us-
ing the remaining bandwidth for the considered GOF. Let

� � ��	�� be the number of channel packets that re-
main for the transmission of the EL bitstream. We split
the EL bitstream into

�
sublayers  � �!��"#�%$&$'$'� � in-

dexed in order of decreasing importance such that each
sublayer  can be split into  equal EL blocks B(  , ( ),
( � �)�*"#�%$&$'$&�+ and protected with

� 	, protection blocks
B(  , ( ), ( �  ��-�)�+ ���"#�%$&$'$'� � using � � �+ .� � 	/ 0���1�
RS codes. Therefore,

�
channel packets are formed such

that a channel packet (1�2��30(43 � , is formed from the ( th
blocks B(  , ( ),  � �)�*"#�%$&$'$&� � . This ULP strategy ensures
that all sublayers up to the ( th sublayer can be decoded if
any ( out of the

�
channel packets are correctly received.

Let
� �

be the bitrate of the BL bitstream. We denote
by
��5 �6��37(83 �

the bitrate of the EL bitstream up to
sublayer ( . The bitrate partition 9 � � �;: �<$%$<$<� ��= � of the�

sublayers can be optimized using efficient rate-distortion
optimization algorithms [4, 5, 6, 7].

In the next section, we derive an average expected dis-
tortion measure to evaluate the end-to-end performance of
the proposed system.

3 Expected distortion of the packet loss pro-
tection system

We consider a packet erasure channel where packets are
either lost or correctly received. Suppose that the video bit-
stream is protected and sent through a packet erasure chan-
nel. We denote by >@?A�CBD� the probability of receiving ex-
actly B packets out of � . Let E denote a random variable
whose value is the number of channel packets that should
be sent through the packet erasure channel so that � of them
would be received. The average expected distortion can be
expressed as

F ? �HG�I
:

J
KML � > ? �CBD�ON

� �
?J
P�L G

>�QSRM(S�CE � �T�OU ? I P �+V
? I P �W�

where N � denotes the distortion when the BL could not
be recovered, V ? I P � � �X: �%$&$'$'� � ? I P � is the bitrate parti-
tion that minimizes the average expected distortion

U4? I P �Y9
? I P � �

? I PJ
KML � >Z? I P �CBD�ON��

� K �

of the ULP of the EL bitstream using
�[� �\	]� channel

packets,
�^�

is the bitrate of the base layer, and N-� � K �W�`_/3
Ba30�\	]� denotes the distortion when the first

� K bits of
the GOF bitstream are recovered.

If we assume a memoryless packet erasure channel with
erasure probability b�c , the probability that the random vari-
able E takes a value � is:

>�QSRM(S��E � �T� �Hd�egf1h GWi for P�L Ge fkjgl h G�I
:
i h
:
Inm<o+i for G�p P)q ?

where >r?A�CBD� � � ?K �W�O�2	sb c � K b ? I Kc . Note that



Figure 1. The packet loss protection scheme.
Darker colors represent EL sublayers that are
more important than the ones represented by
lighter colors.
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4 Results

In this section, we provide experimental results using
first a hypothetical operational distortion-rate function and
then the 3D-SPIHT video coder. We compare the proposed
system with an MD system that uses ULP for the whole
bitstream.

We assume that receiving a video bitstream with a bi-
trate of

�ut�� �
would be useless since the quality of the

reconstructed video would be unacceptable. Therefore, we
assume for

�vtu�^�
, N�� � � � N � , a constant. This as-

sumption is reasonable in many applications and
���

can be
chosen by the streaming server (sender), taking into con-
sideration both the performance of the video coder and the
specification of the quality of the reconstructed video re-
quired by the receiver.

In all simulations, we model the communication channel
as a memoryless packet erasure channel with various era-
sure probabilities b c � _n$ _gw#��_$'�)�+_n$&�1w#��_$x" .

The first simulations were done using the operational
distortion-rate function

N�� � � �Hd1yrz for { p { zy z�| j)}�~�� otherwise

with N ��� ")_)_)_ and � ���!�S�;�
chosen such that under

lossless conditions at the target transmission bitrate of
�����

��� bytes, �`� ��� ��_��'�)� : � ��N �1� N�� �;� �O� ��� " dB.
We assume a frame rate of 10 frames per second (fps)

and a GOF of 10 frames. We chose the bitrate of the base
layer

� � ��� " kbits, which corresponds to
� " kbits per

second (kbps) and the length of the channel packets � �
��"!w bytes. Table 1 shows the ��� � of the average expected
distortion for the proposed system and the MD system at
various transmission bitrates and an erasure probability of
b c � _n$&� .

rate (kbps) 48 64 96 128
MD 11.56 16.11 24.62 33.09

Proposed 13.49 17.56 25.93 34.42

Table 1. SNR in dB of the average expected
distortion of the proposed system and the MD
system for a packet erasure channel with an
erasure probability of b c � _$'� and various
transmission bitrates.

Table 2 shows the same results for a transmission rate
of ��"M� kbps at various erasure probabilities. The two ta-
bles show that the proposed system has up to about " dB
better average expected reconstruction quality than the MD
system.

b c 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
MD 36.18 33.09 30.57 27.62

Proposed 37.17 34.42 31.95 29.70

Table 2. SNR in dB of the average expected
distortion of the proposed system and the MD
system for a transmission bitrate

�;�a� ��"M�
kbps and various erasure probabilities.

We now present results for the embedded video coder
3D-SPIHT. We consider the standard

� _ fps YUV 4:2:0



QCIF (176 � 144) Foreman video sequence. The original
sequence was divided into GOFs of �%� frames each. The
simulations were done on the first GOF. Note that in 3D-
SPIHT, the GOFs are encoded and decoded independently.
We chose a frame rate of ��_ fps. The size of the channel
packets was � � _ bytes:

� _ bytes for the packet header and
�)_)_ bytes for the payload. We chose the source bitrate of
the base layer

� � ��� �n$ � kbits, which corresponds to " �
kbps. We consider transmission rates up to ��")� kbps.

The packet loss protection optimization algorithms re-
quire the operational distortion-rate curve of the original
video, whose generation is time consuming. Because of the
real-time constraint of video, the rate-distortion curve must
be quickly computed. To this end, we compute the pro-
tection solutions using the four-parameter Weibull model
of [18] that models the operational MSE-rate curve of 3D-
SPIHT. However, the average expected mean square error
of the luminance component (Y-MSE) was computed using
the true distortion-rate curve.

Table 3 gives the PSNR of the average expected Y-MSE
for the proposed system and the MD system at various trans-
mission bitrates.

rate (kbps) 48 64 96 128
MD 24.47 25.49 29.64 31.10

Proposed 28.90 29.76 31.25 32.50

Table 3. PSNR in dB of the average expected
Y-MSE of the proposed system and the MD
system for a packet erasure channel with an
erasure probability of b�c � _$'� and various
transmission bitrates. The video bitstream
was generated by encoding the first 16 frames
of the QCIF Foreman sequence using 3D-
SPIHT

Table 4 shows the same results for a transmission bitrate
of �1"M� kbps at various erasure probabilities. These results
confirms the superiority of the proposed system over the
MD system.

b c 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
MD 31.83 31.10 30.94 29.99

Proposed 32.92 32.50 32.16 31.81

Table 4. PSNR in dB of the average expected
Y-MSE of the proposed system and the MD
system for a transmission bitrate

�;�a� �1"M�
kbps and various erasure probabilities. The
video bitstream was generated by encoding
the first 16 frames of the QCIF Foreman se-
quence using 3D-SPIHT

5 Conclusions

We propose a packet loss protection system for quality
scalable video bitstreams. It can be applied to both fully
embedded bitstreams and bitstreams that are composed of
a non-scalable base layer and an embedded enhancement
layer. The system combines forward error correction and
ARQ with an efficient use of protection bits and acknowl-
edgments (one ACK per GOF). The simulation results for
a hypothetical operational distortion-rate function and the
embedded video coder 3D-SPIHT show the efficiency of the
proposed system. Packet erasure channels were considered
in this paper. A possible future work would be to incorpo-
rate the product codes of [16, 17] into the proposed system
for the transmission over channels that suffer from both bit
errors and packet loss.
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